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Forthcoming issues

In addition to the regular forecasts, articles on the following themes will be the subject of forthcoming issues:

2011 No. 218 October  Poverty and inequality
2012 No. 219 January  The role of policy evaluation in recession
          No. 220 April  Measuring performance of EU service sectors

Discussion Papers

All National Institute discussion papers are now available on our website www.niesr.ac.uk

No. 376. Does high involvement management lead to higher pay?
     by A. Bryson, P. Bockerman and P. Ilmakunnas

No. 377. Generational accounts for the United Kingdom
     by D. McCarthy, J. Sefton and M. Wedge

No. 378. The UK minimum wage at age 22: a regression discontinuity approach
     by R. Riley, D. Wilkinson and R. Dickens

No. 379. Labour mobility within the EU
     by D. Holland, T. Fic, and P. Paluchowski
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A free monthly email newsletter service from the National Institute of Economic and Social Research. Included every month are:

* Summaries of recent research from NIESR
* E-newsletter articles on topical economics subjects
* Forthcoming NIESR events
* Forthcoming publications from NIESR (including discussion papers)
* NIESR’s GDP estimates (summarised one week after press release date)

To receive the email newsletter please fill in the form at:
http://www.niesr.ac.uk/enews/enews.php